
The Active Faucet Range

EXCEPTIONAL  
DESIGN, INSIDE 
AND OUT
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MORE THAN MEETS 
THE EYE
Our Active Faucets offer the best of both worlds - 
design and sustainability.  With two design options, 
each available in a range of stunning contemporary 
finishes, the appeal is obvious.

Delivering exceptional functionality, our 
Active Faucets are designed for improved 
sustainability – actively saving both water 
and energy.



STYLISHLY                
SUSTAINABLE
ECO cartridge uses up to 50% less water

Dual Function Spray Head

Both Active Faucet models are available 
with dual spray options for improved 
performance. Delivering a more powerful 
stream thanks to the needle spray used, this 
makes it easier to rinse fruit and vegetables 
as well as removing stubborn dirt on dishes. 
The stream can also reach every part of the 
sink, making it easier to clean.  

Quiet Flow

But that’s not all, our Active Faucets 
also feature a Laminar Aerator, delivering 
a crystal clear, non-splashing water 
stream and spray jet function, for more 
powerful, precise cleaning.

Water Saving

The secret to this performance is 
the environmentally beneficial ECO 
cartridge, which is designed to limit 
both the flow and temperature of the 
water.

The stepped lever helps you use less 
water, reducing your environmental 
impact.  With the lever open just 50% of 
the way, the Active faucet will deliver 
sufficient water with enough pressure 
and at a suitable temperature to suit 
most tasks.

This can help you use up to 50% less 
water and save energy too - reducing 
costs and lessening your impact on the 
environment. 

However, should further water and 
pressure be needed, a second pull of the 
lever will open it fully up to 100%.   

Snap to 50% - 100%

Sufficient water & pressure  
at just 50% open
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The Active Plus Faucets FFPS5800
Available in a number of soft, sophisticated hues.

Satin Nickel

FFPS5880SN

Chrome

FFPS5800CH

COLORSSTYLES

Stone Grey

FFPS5807STG

Polar White

FFPS5808PWT

COLORSSTYLES

The Active Neo Faucets  FF5800
In a choice of contemporary colors.

Chrome

FF5800

Matte Black

FF5820MBK

Matte Black

FFPS5820MBK

Oyster

FFPS5804OYS

Onyx

FFPS5801ONY

Champagne

FFPS5805CHA

Satin Nickel

FF5880SN
Pull-out 
dual 
spray

Pull-down 
dual spray

Pick Your Ideal Sink and Faucet Combination

Our Active Faucets can help you to create a unique look that fits your kitchen and 
home perfectly.  Not only are the Active Neo and Active Plus available in a wide range of 
finishes, but both also look fabulous when paired up with different Franke sinks.

Try them with one of our Maris models or any of our granite sinks to create a 
combination that‘s all your own.
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YOUR PERFECT FIT  
IS OUT THERE…

NATURALLY, THERE’S AN
ACTIVE FAUCET TO SUIT
EVERYONE’S STYLEE



Franke Home Solutions

USA
800 Aviation Parkway
Smyrna, TN 37167
800 -626 -5771
franke.us
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